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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE MEASURABILITY OF A FUNCTION WHICH OCCURS 
IN A PAPER BY A. C. ZAANEN 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1 ) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLOOSTERMAN at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
l. Introduction. In defining the concept "double-norm" for integral 
operators in Orlicz spaces, A. C. ZAANEN (see [6; p. 60] and [7; III Ch. 13, 
§ 4, p. 473]) was led in a natural way to the following question: Is the 
function t(x) = IIT(x, y) ll<t> = liT .,(y) ll<t> measurable? Here f/J is an arbitrary 
Young function (i.e. f/J(s) = f~cp(t)dt, s > 0, where cp(t) is a left-continuous 
function defined for all t;>O with cp(O)=O and cp(t);>O if t>O), T(x, y) 
is a Lebesgue-measurable function (the kernel of the integral operator) 
defined on the set Ll x Ll where Ll is a bounded or unbounded interval 
in the realm-dimensional Euclidean space and t(x)= IIT(x, y)ll<t>= IIT.,(y)ll<t>= 
=sup (JAT(x, y)f(y)dy; JAfP([f(y)l)dy.;;; 1). 
A. C. ZAANEN proved the measurability of t(x) in the cases f/J(s)=sPfp, 
p;>1, and in the case that f/J(s)=O if O.;;;s<;1 and f/J(s)=oo if s>l. The 
fact that t(x) is measurable for every Young function f/J was proved by 
the present author some time ago, and the result was communicated to 
A. C. ZAANEN in a letter. The proof, however, was never published. 
In [1] H. W. ELLIS proves a theorem from which the measurability 
of t(x) follows in the case that f/J(s) is finite for ails;> 0. The object of this 
paper is to prove a theorem (see § 3) which generalises Ellis's result, and 
from which the measurability of t(x) follows for all types of Young 
functions f/J. 
The author wishes to thank Prof. A. C. ZAANEN for pointing out to 
him several obscurities in the text, the elimination of which has improved 
the exposition. 
2. Terminology. By (X, A, [l) we denote an arbitrary measure space, 
i.e. a triple consisting of a space X of points x, a a-ring A of subsets of X 
and a complete countable additive, non-negative measure fl defined on A. 
By u, v, w, ... we denote non-negative measurable functions defined 
on X; cE(x), E E A, denotes the characteristic function of the measurable 
set E, i.e. cE(x) = 1 if x E E and cE(x) = 0 elsewhere. A measurable function 
which takes on only a finite number of different finite values is called 
a step function. 
1 ) Part of this work was done while the author held a fellowship at the 1957 
Summer Research Institute of the Canadian Mathematical Congress. 
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A is called a (semi- )length function 2) if A( u) is defined, with 0.;;;: A( u) .;;;: oo, 
for all u and satisfies: (a) A(u)=O if u(x)=O for almost all x EX, (b) 
A(u).;;;:A(u1) whenever u(x).;;;:u1(x) for all x, (c) A(~+u2)<A(~)+.I.(u2), 
(d) A(ku)=kA(u) for all k>O and (e) ~(x).;;;:u2 (x).;;;: ... implies /.(sup u,.)= 
=sup A(u,.). 
By L(X, A, f-t) we denote the set of all (semi-)length functions. A length 
function A is called absolutely continuous if it satisfies: u1(x);;;.u2(x);;;. ... , 
inf u,.(x) = 0, A(u1) < oo implies inf A(u,.) = 0. A* will denote the conjugate: 
A*(v)=sup (fxu(x)v(x)df-t; A(u).;;;:I). 
It is easily verified that A* E L(X, A, f-t). 
For complex-valued measurable functions f(x) we write /.(f) to mean 
l.(u) with u(x)= lf(x)l. 
3. Formulation of the theorem. Let (X1 x X2, A1 x A2, f-!1 x f-!2) be 
the completion of the product of the a-finite 3) and complete measure 
spaces (Xv Av f-!1) and (X2, A2 , f-!2). Then our theorem can be formulated 
as follows. 
Theorem. If f(x, y) is an arbitrary f-!1 x f-!2-measurable (complex-
valued) function defined on xl X x2 (x E Xv y E X2) and A E L(X2, A2, f-!2), 
then the function t(x)=l.(f(x, y))=A(/.,(y)) is a f-!1-measurable function of x. 
If if> is an arbitrary Young function (see Introduction) and .l.<ll(u)= 
=sup Ux,u(y)v(y)df-t2(y); fx,if>(v(y))df-t2(y).;;;: I), then it is easy to verify that 
).4l is a length function. Then our theorem shows that t(x) =A4l(f.,(y)) = llf.,ll4l 
is a f-tl-measurable function of x for every f-!1 x f-!2-measurable function 
f(x, y) defined on xl X X2, hence the answer to the question proposed in 
the introduction is yes. 
In Ellis's theorem the length function A has to satisfy an additional 
condition (E E A2, A(cE)<oo, E,. C E, limf-t2(E,.)=0 implies lim A(cEJ=O), 
and his theorem is therefore a consequence of our more general result. 
Before we turn to the proof of our theorem, we shall first give some 
information about the theory of the length function. 
4. On the theory of the length function. In this section we shall make 
the following two assumptions: (i) the measure space (X, A, f-t), which 
we shall consider, is of t'Jtally a-finite measure (i.e. X can be obtained as 
the limit of an increasing sequence X,.(n = I, 2, ... ) of sets of finite positive 
measure), (ii) all sets and functions we consider will be f-t-measurable. 
In the proof of the theorem of § 3 we shall need the following results 
about the length function A.. 
2 ) This terminology in taken from the paper: H. W. ELLIS and IsRAEL HALPERIN, 
Function spaces determined by a levelling length function, Can. J. Math., 5, 
576-592 (1953). 
3 ) A measure space (X, A, p,) is called a-finite if every E E A is the union of 
a countable number of sets of finite measure. 
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(4.1) If limf .. (x)=f(x) a.e., then 1..(/)<.lim inf t..(f .. ). 
Indeed, let u .. (x) =inf (/fn+m(x)/; m;;;.O) then ~(x),;;;u2(x) <. ... ,sup u .. (x)= 
Jf(x)J, and hence by property (e) of 1.. we have 1..(/)=lim l..(u .. )<,lim inf t..(f .. ). 
(4.2) 1.. is absolutely continuous, f .. (x) converges in measure to f(x) on 
every set of finite measure, l..(sup/f .. (x)/)<= imply liml..(f-f .. )=O. 
If f .. (x) converge3 in measure to f(x) on every set of finite measure, then 
every subsequence of (f .. (x)) contains a subsequence which converges to 
f(x) a.e. Assume lim t..(f .. - /)=1=0; then for somes> 0 we have (if necessary 
we go over to a suitable subsequence) 1..(/ .. -/)>s>O, and we may assume 
that lim f .. (x)=f(x) a.e .. Let u .. (x)=sup (/fn+m(x)-f(x)/); m;;;.O) then 
~(x);;;.u2(x)> ... , inf u .. (x)=O and l..(u1)<.1..(sup /f .. (x)/+ /f(x)/)<.21..(sup 
Jf .. (x)/) (by (4.1)). Hence, as 1.. is absolutely continuous, we have O<s<,lim 
inf 1..(/ n- f) <.lim I..( u .. ) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
(4.3) To every 1.. E L(X, A, /1) there corresponds a decomposition (which 
is unique up to sets of measure zero) of X into three mutually disjoint sets 
X 0 , X 00 , X' such that (i) l..(cx.)=O, (ii) E C X 00 , /1(E)>0 imply l..(cE)==, 
(iii) 1..(/)=1..(/cx,+xoo) for all f, and 1..(/)=0 implies f=O a.e. on X' +X00 , 
(iv) 1..(/) < = implies f(x) = 0 for almost all x EX"" and (v) X' is the limit 
of an increasing sequence of sets X~ of finite positive measure with l..(cx, ) < = 
.. 
and l..*(cx, ) < =· 
.. 
The existence of the sets X 0 , xoo and X' (each two of which can be 
empty) follows from the method of exhaustion used in measure theory, 
for details we refer to [3]. (iii) and (iv) are easily verified. (v) follows from 
the fact that every length function is reflexive 4), i.e. 1..=1..**, see [2, p. 10], 
and [3, p. 113], where also can be found how (v) is obtained from this 
property. 
(4.4) If 1.. E L(X, A, f1), then there exists a sequence t.. .. (n= 1, 2, ... ) of 
absolutely continuous length functions such that 1..1 (/) <. 1..2(/) <. . . . and 
lim I.. .. (f)= 1..(/) for all f. 
Let X= xo +X""+ X' be the decomposition of X which corresponds 
~o 1.. by ( 4.3). (v) of ( 4.3) implies the existence of a sequence X~ of mutually 
disjoint sets of finite positive measure such that X'= IX~, l..(cx,..) < = 
and l..*(cx,J<=. 
After we have chosen such a sequence we define 
) 
0 if X E XO, 
e (x)= .. ~~ n-2(1..*(cx,,.))-Icx,Jx), 
(X) if X EX"". 
Then e(x)>O on X', and l..*(e)<.In-2 <=. 
Following [ 4] we put 
t.. .. (u)=inf (max (l..(u'), n fx u"(x) e(x)df1); u' +u"=u), 
4 ) In [2] and [3] this property is called perfect. 
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and we shall prove that the A.,. satisfy the properties stated in (4.4). 
It is easily verified that the A.,. have the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) 
of the length function. To prove (e) we first prove the following inequality: 
(*) n-1A.,.(/)<fxif(x)je(x)d,u<A.,.(/)·A!(e)<A.,.(/)·(A*(e)+n-1). The left hand 
side of the inequality follows from the definition of A.,.. To prove the right 
hand side, assume that A.,.(u)<oo; then, if e>O is given, there exist u' 
and u" such that u(x)=u'(x)+u"(x), A(u')<A.,.(u)+e and fu"(x)e(x)d,u< 
<n-1(e+An(u)). As fu'(x)e(x)dp<A(u')·A*(e)<(An(u)+e)A*(e), we have 
fu(x)e(x)d,u = f u'(x)e(x)d,u + fu"(x)e(x)d,u < (An(u) +e)· (A*(e) +n-1) for arbi-
trary e>O; hence fu(x)e(x)dp<An(u)(A*(e)+n-1 ). Then, by definition of 
A!(e), we find O<A*(e)<A!(e)<A*(e)+n-1, which proves the righthand side 
of (*). Let now An(u)<oo, u1(x)<u2(x)< ... , sup Um=u, then we have 
!An(um)-An(u)j<An(um-u)<nf(u(x)-um(x))e(x)d,u and hence lim An(um)= 
=An(u). There remains to prove that An(u)=oo, u1 <u2 < ... , supun=U 
imply lim An(um)=oo. Now An(u)=oo implies fu(x)e(x)d,u=oo, and hence 
by the right hand side of (*) we have oo =lim fum(x)dx)d,u <lim A.,.(um) · 
·(A*(e)+n-1), hence limAn(um)=oo. The fact that the An are absolutely 
continuous follows from the left hand side of(*) and the fact that An(u) < oo 
implies fu(x)e(x)d,u<oo. To complete our proof we have to show that 
A(u)=lim A.,.(u). As A1 <A2 < ... is trivial by definition, assume that 
lim An( u) <a< A( u) ; then there exist sequences u~, u~ such that u = u~ + u~, 
A(u~)<a, fu~(x)e(x)d,u<n-1 ·a. Hence limfu~(x)e(x)d,u=O, whence there 
exists a subsequence of the sequence u~, which we denote again by u~, 
such that lim u~(x)=O almost everywhere on X' +X"". Thus limu~(x)=u(x) 
a.e. on X'+X"", and hence by (4.1) and (iii) of (4.3) we have A(u)<lim 
inf A( u~) <a which contradicts. the assumptions and completes the proof. 
Remark 1. It is possible to give a proof of (4.4) without making 
use of the construction (which was introduced for the first time in [ 4 ]) 
given in the proof. We hope to return to this question on another occasion. 
Remark 2. By (4,3) we know that to every A.,. there corresponds a 
decomposition Xn=X~+X~+X~. As A.,.<A we shall have X~:) xo, 
X~ C X"", where X 0 and X"" are the sets from the decomposition of X 
with respect to A. We shall prove that X~= X 0 and x: =X"" for all n 
Indeed, assume u>O on some E C X' +X"" of positive measure and 
An(u) = 0 for some n. Then there exist sequences u~, u~ such that u=u~+u~ 
and limA(u~)=O, limfu~(x)e(x)d,u=O. Hence we can find subsequences, 
which we denote again by u~, u~, such that lim A(u~) = 0 and lim u~(x) = 0 
a.e. on X'+X"". Then limu~(x)=u(x) a.e. on X'+X"", and by (4.1) and 
(iii) of (4.3) we have A(u)<liminfA(u~)=O, i.e. A(u)=O, so u=O a.e. on 
X'+ X"", contradicting the assumption. If X~ =F X"" for some n, then there 
exists u>O on E C X"" with ,u(E)>O and An(u)<oo. Hence u=u' +u" 
with A(u')<oo, fu"(x)e(x)d,u<oo. But then u' =u" =0 onE, contradicting 
u>O on E. 
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Remark 3. Assume that J.. satisfies the properties (a), (b), (c), (d) 
of the length function and (e') ~(x).;;;;u2(x)< ... , sup un=u, J..(un)=O 
(n=l, 2, ... )imply .A(u)=O, instead of (e); then we can still prove (4.3) 
(not yet published), and hence we can also introduce the .A,. as constructed 
in the proof of (4.4). It is not very difficult to show that in this case 
lim.A,.(/)=.1.**(/) for all f. 
5. Proof of the theorem of section 3. In this section we shall make use 
of the terminology and notation of sections 2, 3, and by E · F, E + F, 
E- F respectively we shall denote the set theoretic intersection, union 
and difference of the sets E and F. 
Before we turn to the proof we first prove the following results of which 
the first two are well-known from measure theory. 
( 5.1) Limits of convergent sequences of measurable functions are measurable. 
(5.2) A positive bounded function on a set of finite measure can be 
obtained as the uniform limit of step functions. 
(5.3) If A= "''.f= 1E, x. F;, (E;, C Xv F, C X2), then we can write 
A= !r=1 G, x H, where the G, are mutually disjoint and the H;, are finite 
unions of the Fi. 
For n= l (5.3) is trivial; consider the case n= 2, then A =E1 x F 1 + 
+E2 x F 2 =(E1 -E1E 2) x F 1 +E1E 2 x (F1 +F2)+(E2 -E1E 2) x F 2.Assume 
that (5.3)istrueforn=k-l, and consider A= !f-1E, x F,= !,t:~E, x F,+ 
+Ek x Fk= !1=1 G, x Hi+Ek x Fk. Consider all the G, with G,Ek=?O; by 
giving the ( G,, H,) new indices we may assume that G,Ek =? 0 if l .;;;; i.;;;; m.;;;; l 
and G1Ek = 0 if i > m.. Then we write A= '2,.": 1G,Ek x (H, + F k) + 
!r=1(G,-Ek) x H,+(Ek- !,.":P,Ek) x Fk+ '21=m+IGi x H, and the proof 
is complete. 
(5.4) Let D,=A;, x B, (A, E A1, B, E A2), i= l, 2, ... , n, and D,D1=0 
for i=?j. Then, if d(x, y)=d, on D, and d(x, y)=O outside D= !,~D,, the 
function t(x)=.A(d.:(Y)) is a f-ll-measura,ble step function. 
By (5.3) we may assume thatD= !'f-1G; x H1, where theG1 are mutually 
disjoint and each H; is a finite union of sets B,. Then, for every x, d.:(Y) is 
a 1'2-step function, the same step function for all x in the same G1• Hence 
t(x) = .A(d.:(y)) is a Ill-measurable step function. 
(5.5) If E c xl X x2 is a f-tl X f-t2-measurable set of finite measure, then 
there exists a sequence of characteristic functions cn(x, y) of sets En= !,.m_ 1A;, x B, 
{A, E A1, B1 E A2) such that A,A1 = 0 for i =? j and cn(x, y) converges in 
measure to cE(x, y) as a function of y for almost every x. 
By definition of the product measure there exists a sequence E,. of 
sets of the stated form such that Ill x p2(E-En)+f-ll x f.l2(E,.-E)<n-1• 
If e>O is fixed andE.:.n=(y EX2 : lcn(x, y)-cE(x, y)!>e), we have then 
fx,f.l2(E.:.n)df-ll < n-1e-1, hence gn(x) = f.l2(E.:.n) converges in mean to zero. 
It follows that, for some subsequence, p2(E.:.n) converges pointwise to 
zero for almost every x. The subsequence may depend on e; an appeal 
to the diagonal procedure is necessary to complete the proof. 
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Now we turn to the proof of our theorem. Let f(x, y) be an arbitrary 
PI X fl-2-measurable function and E = ((x, y) E XI X X2; if(x, y)i > 0). We 
may assume that E C EI x E 2, where EI and E 2 are sets of a-finite PI-
measure and p2-measure respectively. Hence, we may restrict ourselves 
to the totally-acfinite measure space EI x E 2. By (4.4) and (5.1) it is 
sufficient to prove our theorem for absolutely continuous length functions. 
Let A be an absolutely continuous length function; our argument to 
prove that A(f.,(y)) is a PI-measurable function is divided into several parts. 
(1) By (4.3) we know that to A there corresponds a decomposition of 
E2 into three sets E'{', Eg and E; with the properties described in (4.3). 
LetA(x)= (y E E'{': if(x, y)I>O), then by (ii) of (4.3) we have t(x)=A(f.,)=oo 
if p2(A(x)) > 0 and t(x) = A(f,PE,,(y)) ifp2(A(x)) = 0. Since the set B(x) = (xEEI; 
p2(A(x))>0) is measurable we see that t(x)=A(f.,) is measurable if the 
function A(f.,cE,xE,'(x, y)) is PI-measurable. 
(2) By (v) of (4.3) there exist an increasing sequence E;,n of sets of 
finite positive measure such that E;.n C E~, }.(cE,2 J < oo and lim E;.n = E~. 
Let E 1.n C EI be an increasing sequence of sets of finite measure with 
limit EI. Then by property (e) of the length functions and (5.1) it is 
sufficient to prove that t(x) =A(f.,cE xE' (x, y)) is a PI-measurable function. l,n. 2~n (3) Since every non-negative measurable function is the limit of an 
increasing sequence of non-negative bounded functions, it is sufficient to 
prove the theorem for bounded functions f; hence, by (5.2), it is now 
sufficient to prove it for a step function which vanishes outside a set 
A X B with PI(A)<oo and A(cB)<oo. 
(4) Let f be such a step function: f(x,y)=di on Hi (i=1, ... ,m) and 
HiH1=0 for i=!=j. By (5.5) there exists, for every i, a sequence d~1 (x, y), 
equal to di on a finite union LiAin x Bin and vanishing elsewhere, such 
that d~1 (x, y) converges in measure to f(x, y)cH,(x, y) as a function of y for 
almost every x. Since A(supnld~1 i)< ldiiA(cB) <oo, it follows from (4.2) that 
lim A(fcH -d~1 )= 0 as n --7 oo for almost every x. By (5.4) and (5.3) we j . 
know that A(L?'= 1d~1 (x, y)) is a PI-measurable step function of x; hence, 
on account of IA(f.,)-A(Lid~1 )1<~~ 1A(f.,cH,-d~1 ), the function A(f.,) is 
the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of PI-measurable step functions, 
and is, therefore, itself a fl-1-measurable function. This completes the proof. 
Remark. If we take for }. the Ll-norm, i.e. }.(u)= fx,u(y)dp2, our 
theorem becomes part of Fubini's classical theorem on successive inte-
gration. Now we know that this part of Fubini's theorem is not always 
true if we do not deal with products of a-finite measure spaces (see [5; 
p. 88]), hence the condition in our theorem that the measure spaces are 
of a-finite measure cannot be relaxed without imposing other conditions. 
It is of interest to know whether property (e) of A is essential for the 
truth of our theorem. 
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